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The Central Bank of Russia has published a document on the change of its policy and the
switch toward an inflation-targeting strategy2. The change is a relevant one, even if entailing
more of a progressive adaptation than a radical turn. It is to openly make the CBR strategy to
fall in line with those of other Central Bank like the FED, the CBE or the Bank of England.
Such a policy is a result of the so-called “New Monetary Consensus”, which is sometimes
called too “New Consensus on Macroeconomics”. It spread and became dominant among
Central Banks from the end of the 80’s and the beginning of the 90’s and substituted the
interest rate as the main anti-inflation weapon to attempt to control monetary mass aggregates.
This so-called New Consensus has emerged as both an empirical and a theoretical reaction
against models generated from the monetarist “counter-revolution”. It was a reaction against
the impossibility to target monetary aggregates, but also one against what was by then
perceived as theoretical inconsistencies. To some extent, they can be considered as following
through the monetarist path. They include the neutrality of money in the long-term, and
actually defines long-term by this neutrality. However, they admit imperfections and then
rigidities for wages and prices. Hence money becomes non-neutral in the short-term.
Because of these rigidities, they are frequently qualified as “Neo-Keynesian” model. It seems
however quite difficult to envision models without uncertainty or where banks and financial
institutions are not mentioned as Keynesian ones. They could be more accurately be qualified
as neo-Wiksellian3. Still they achieved a considerable degree of consensus in the academic
world, and became the grounding for the Inflation Targeting strategy.
However, the validity of the NMC has been put in doubt by the recent financial world crisis
and not just by heterodox economists. There has been a growing feeling of disenchantment
with the Inflation Targeting, which had pervaded form theoreticians to practitioners. One of
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the main protagonists has openly expressed his doubts recently4. The core of the new
consensus has been attacked as unrealistic and potentially misleading5.
Central Banks of developed countries have explicitly or tacitly dumped a part or the whole of
this consensus in the wake of the current crisis. Reactions of the CBR to this crisis and to its
developments Russia in the last months have shown that the monetary policy has been made
the hostage of many conflicting factors. To some extent it has been more determined by a
willingness to defend a given exchange rate than by any inflation targeting. Hence, it is the
both the global validity of the NMC and its application to Russia, which can be questioned.
In this paper we will first examine the pretence of a new consensus in macroeconomics, and
then how the Central Bank of Russia has made public its conversion to the new orthodoxy.
We will then examine the roots of the Inflation Targeting strategy but also criticisms levied
against such a strategy both from an internal and an external point of view. We will see,
through the policy implemented by the Central Bank of Russia how do these criticisms apply
to the Russia situation.
At this point, we will elaborate on to the contradiction characterising the policy of the Central
bank of Russia, both on the short-term (with the exchange rate issue) and in the long-term.
Has the Central Bank played a fateful role in the current economic and financial crisis and
would its policies have aggravated the situation of the banking system?
We will conclude by examining options open to the Central Bank of Russia.

I.

Is there a new consensus in macroeconomics?

In a general sense the adoption of New Consensus models was (and still is) a reaction against
the impossibility to target money aggregates, but also of what has been perceived as technical
limits6 and theoretical inconsistence (or supposed so) of former generation models.
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The very idea to control the monetary mass was a logical sequel of the quantitative theory of
money, which has been renewed by Milton Friedman7. This has been the monetarist dogma;
with its two main tenets that inflation is always and everywhere a monetary phenomenon and
that money is created by the Central Bank and its quantity can then be adjusted as will. An
important condition of this dogma is that default never occurs. For the mainstream theory
there is only insolvency and no illiquidity8. Hence rationing money is not to cause specific
damages to the economy, as enterprises, which are then to collapse, will have done so in any
case. We could find still today an echo of such ideas in the belated attempt of the CBR to
target M2 levels.
When tested, the “pure” monetarist theory has been found wanting. In the United States, the
1979-1982 episode of a strict attempt in quantitative control of the monetary mass ended in a
catastrophe, with a strong recession and an international liquidity crisis in developing
countries like Mexico9. The US Federal reserve dumped then monetary mass targeting. In
Russia too, money mass has proved to be a very elusive target, with the CBR regularly
missing its yearly targets, and the increase of M2 not being linked to the inflation10.
It has to be added that the “pure” monetarist theory has been found theoretically inconsistent
by several authors. Stiglitz and Weiss have proved that illiquidity exists and is to be carefully
separated from insolvency when we have imperfect information on credit markets11. More
important is the fact that the “permanent income theory”, which is the real foundation of
monetarism, has been found flawed by no less an authority than Frank Hahn itself12.
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However, new consensus models have a deeper grounding. They resulted from the collapse of
the “New Classical” grand synthesis13, and replaced older ones, like the MPS one14, as they
were seen to be more “rigorous” in the treatment of the microeconomics. Actually they
emerged form the critique Robert Lucas has levied against the former generations15. The
introduction of rational expectations allowed producing relatively simple model, which have
been preferred by the mainstream to the real business cycle approach16. They have been
presented first in 1997 and by this time the use of rational expectations has been seen as a
major impetus for the building of such models. Actually the shift from adaptative expectations
to rational expectations has been labelled to be “… significant enough to be called a paradigm
shift”17.
New Consensus models have usually one IS-Type curve, one Phillips curve and one monetary
policy equation. They are said to be “New-Keynesian” mostly because the interest rate has an
impact on wages and prices in the short run, something made possible by the assumption of
short-term rigidities18. It is actually the “stickiness” of prices and wages, which allows
relating monetary policy to an IS-Type curve19. If the impact of the monetary policy on “real”
variables, at least in the short-run, could qualify these models of “Keynesian” as opposed to
the dichotomy of “pure” neo-classical ones, they rely to a considerable extent on
intertemporal maximization under rational expectations.
The uncertainty, which has been the key of Keynes’ reasoning, has been completely erased
and so were the subjectivist approach and its animal’s spirits20. This has a significant impact
on the determination of investment, which is supposed to be done through the optimizing of a
13
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utility function in terms of time path of consumption21. The late George Shackle had insisted
time and again on the necessity to establish a clear linkage between the preference for
liquidity, uncertainty and the investment process22. In a subjectivist perspective, one
advocated both by Keynes and Hayek, there is no link between the interest rate and capital
marginal efficiency but for the justification investors are searching in this last notion23. This
kind of justification process is a necessity to overcome what had been called the Shackle’s
Paradox: in a decentralised economy, the very situation of decentralisation and decentralised
actions is raising the possibility of the radical uncertainty; but the radical uncertainty is
undermining the ability of decentralised agents to make decision24. Conventions and
institutions, because they are all producing rules are a distinct necessity in a decentralized
economy to overcome this paradox. But in this sense the New Consensus is loyal to one of its
founder, Robert Lucas, who stated that where there is uncertainty there no more economics25.
What’s more, the transversality condition26, which implies that all economic agents being
rational and having rational expectations, are perfectly credit-worthy and then that all debt are
to paid in full and there is no risk of default, has extremely important consequences. In such
models, there is no place for banks or financial institutions a fact considerably annoying even
proponents of such models27, and which has been the crux of criticisms28. We are back to an
economic world where banks are irrelevant institutions and where money does not apply29.
However it is clear one can dispute the pretence of theoretic and scientific “rigour” of such
models. As it has been already mentioned Stiglitz and Weiss have established conditions for
21
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the separation of insolvency for illiquidity, and by the same demonstrated that one can be
illiquid even if not insolvent.
Rational expectations have pushed very far, and may be too far, these models toward a nonreal view of the world. As it had been stated by Goodhart, macroeconomists “…seems
intellectually happier to imagine an economy which is only inhabited by private-sector agents
and an independent Central Bank”30.
To quote again the same author, these models have “…transferred the focus of implausibility
and often downright nonsense, from the implications of the solutions of the models to their
initial structural assumption”31. More recently he stated:
“(…) the current dominant consensus money/macro model, the standard DSGE model,
abstracts from (…) any possibility of failure, or default, and thereby largely eliminates any
rationale for banks, financial intermediaries and even money32.”
It is to be noted that actually the opposition is not one between the so-called “rigour” of an
abstract reasoning and empirical realism. Rational expectations could be said a rigorous
assumption if and only if we could verify the definition of rationality of economic agents
through the structure of their individual preferences33. We know that this definition of
rationality implies preferences, which are not affected by context and are independent,
continuous and transitive34.
However there are now ample proofs that it is not the case35. Not those economic agents are
not in some sense “rational”, but rationality appears to be entirely context-dependant36. There
is nothing particularly “rigorous” in making assumptions, which can be tested and proved
30
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false and then in maintaining these assumptions. The problem with rational expectations is not
that they are an abstraction, but that they are constructing a model of the economic agent,
which is in no way an abstraction of “real” agents.
What has been called here “rigour” has been nothing more than intellectual formalism and
had sowed the seed of a complete divergence from reality through the construction of a purely
imaginary and fictional economic world.
Still, these New Consensus models seem to have actually achieved unanimity at least in the
mainstream37. They have established monetary policy as the main tool for stabilising the
economy to the detriment of fiscal policy, and they have given girth to the Inflation Targeting
strategy and to the so-called “Taylor Rules”38 at a time when Central Bankers have grown
disenchanted with the targeting of monetary aggregates39.

II.

The CBR turn toward inflation targeting?

It is then in this very specific context that the Central Bank of Russia has announced a change
in its strategy and a rallying to the new orthodoxy. As a matter of fact the change was less
radical than what it looked. Inflation reduction has always been major a target for the Central
Bank of Russia. Its policy has largely been influenced by monetarism and what can be called
“post-monetarism”.
The turn toward the inflation-targeting strategy has been announced in a document published
by the CBR in October 2008; just at a time when the financial crisis began to seriously hit
Russia. At a face value, this is a serious turn of the monetary policy.
“The Bank of Russia in that period intends to complete, by and large, the transition to
inflation targeting, a policy aimed primarily at reducing inflation” 40.
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This turn has been made in the hope it could accelerate the downward inflation trend the
Central bank was by then expecting.
“The principal monetary policy objective in the next three years will be gradually to reduce
inflation to 5-6.8% in 2011 (on a December-on-December basis)”41.
This is a change considering the previous document stating the monetary policy42. However,
it is not a radical one as the 2008 document states:
“…the monetary policy will retain many of the elements formed in recent years: the managed
floating exchange rate of the ruble will remain in place, the monetary programme will
continue to be used to ensure that monetary indicators match the inflation targets, and the bicurrency basket will be utilised as before as the operational exchange rate policy target”43.
The main change seems to be the fact that:
“…any decision on policy adjustment will be made taking into account a broad range of
economic indicators”44.
This implies – at least implicitly – that the monetary policy has been, and is to be, used to
much more than just to fight the inflation.
In the previous year document, it has already been noted that the macroeconomic conditions
were making mandatory a shift from targeting monetary aggregates to the use of interest rate
and a managed floating exchange rate45. The same document contains an interesting quote
about the interest rate:
“ The interest rate policy implemented by narrowing the interest rate band in operations to
refinance credit institutions and absorb their excess liquidity makes it possible to influence
money market rate fluctuations”46.
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The commitment to a free-floating rate was renewed in the more recent document.
“The Bank of Russia will keep on moving towards a free floating exchange rate regime,
gradually loosening the ruble’s pegging to the bi-currency basket and letting its value
fluctuate within a wider range.
A free float is necessary for a full-fledged inflation targeting. It should be noted that the
scaling down of Bank of Russia involvement in setting the exchange rate should be
accompanied by the implementation of measures designed to turn the Bank of Russia interest
rate into the principal monetary policy instrument that will influence the inflation
expectations of economic agents and shape the monetary conditions of the economy”47.
The free-floating exchange rate is of course to allow the monetary policy to be freer and to
concentrate on inflation targeting. In a country with capital-account convertibility, if the
exchange rate is fixed, the monetary policy in completely over-determined48.
However, this was not to imply a focus on monetary aggregates, and particularly on M2. The
Central Bank of Russia was to set targets for this aggregate, expecting a direct impact on the
inflation rate49.
Compared to the FED monetary policy this could seem as extremely outdated as the US
Central Bank is no more using monetary aggregates for its policy. Here, the so-called shift to
an inflation targeting strategy could well be misleading, as we can find, in a practically
similar form the same statements about M2 in the document for 2009 to 201250.
This seems to contradict the previous statement that the interest rate is to become the :
“…principal monetary policy instrument that will influence the inflation expectations of
economic agents and shape the monetary conditions of the economy”51.
There is then to be a considerable degree of uncertainty about the actual monetary policy of
the CBR.
In spite of intents contained in the October 2008 document, it was demonstrated by the course
of events during winter 2008-2009 that a brutal drop of the exchange rate led to a
47
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considerable hike in the interest rate to try to dampen the fall. It was an understandable policy
for Russia where the stability of the exchange rate is seen as a proxy of the economic stability.
It was also a policy aiming at lessening the burden of foreign debt accumulated on Russian
agents’ shoulders.
As put forward in the CBR Quarterly Inflation Review :
“The regulator focused its monetary policy on stabilising exchange rate expectations and
keeping the value of the dollar/euro bi-currency basket within the fluctuation band set from
January 23, 2009 ”52.
All these policy determinants are of course highly debatable, and one could wonders why the
exchange rate is not seen as just a policy variable. By the same token, one can wonder why
the Central Bank let the Ruble to be so massively overvalued by June 2008. Still, they have
played a considerable role in the CBR policy. This plainly demonstrated that the interest rate
was used for a very different policy than the one described in the document published in
October 2008. By the way, this was not very successful and only the progressive rise of oil
prices ended the drop of the exchange rate by spring 2009.
In the end, one can wonder the reality of the so-called “shift” of the Russian monetary policy.
Would had it been an actual thing there was no reason why the CBR would have to publish
quantitative targets for money aggregates. Not that a shift was not, and is not, needed. But the
mimicking of the monetary policy as done by Central Banks in the Western world is probably
not what is needed. It is even probably not what is needed in countries like the United States
or in Europe.
There is a distinct attempt in presenting the Central Bank policy as a modern one, if only to
reassure foreign investors. It is then possible that the new presentation of the CBR policy had
been nothing more than a gesture toward what has been perceived as a worldwide consensus.
There is however a strong legacy on monetarist and neo-monetarist policies in Russia, as
exemplified by the use of monetary mass indicators, a practice deleted now by most Central
Banks. Hence, the so-called “switch” to inflation targeting can also be seen as a belated
attempt to “modernize” the CBR strategy and to put it in line with international practices.
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But, this “modernization” is fraught with danger, as the New Monetary Consensus, as we will
see, is theoretically inconsistent, factually impossible to implement without very serious
distortions of the economic system, and seems to have been at the very root of the current
financial world crisis, with the development of “Ponzi” finance53.
This “Consensus” is clearly not adapted to the need of an economy engaged into a process of
reconstruction and modernization like Russia. But it is too vulnerable to critics on its own
merit. The legacy of the monetarist “counter-revolution” seems to have been alive and well,
and not just in Russia. The inadequacy of the so-called “consensus” probably was waiting for
a major crisis to be revealed.

III.

The

NMC,

the

Inflation

Targeting

strategy

and

their

inconsistencies.

The adoption of inflation targeting has been seen as a substitute to the classical monetarist
policy and one with a much better theoretical grounding. Having dumped the “pure”
monetarist theory, mainstream economists have tried to rescue what could be from this
disaster. The inflation targeting strategy has then emerged as one of the “New Monetary
Consensus” main prescriptions.
The NMC is grounded on three main ideas. The first one is that the monetarist theory has
been partially validated in that sense that the monetary policy is effective in the short-term
against inflation at a lower cost in unemployment that what have been suggested by
Keynesians. This is the product of a belated recognition of rigidities. The second one is that
an independent Central bank can have the credibility to enforce a policy of low inflation even
against its own government. The third one is that a well-timed and aggressive rise of interest
rates could prevent an inflationist burst without inducing too high a cost on the economy54.
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The first point is certainly the most important. Marvin Goodfriend has then explained that
monetary policy is certainly the best weapon to stabilize the production55. The shift to
inflation targeting was then a logical result56, and has then been adopted by most of Central
Banks as their main strategy57. However, there have been still some significant disagreements
on what would be the inflation target58. We have seen a powerful debate developing on
rigidities59, with different approaches, and then an important debate on the “optimal” level of
inflation60.
Disagreements have then mostly concentrated on two issues, the first one being the level of
“inertia” inflation is displaying and the second one being the level of potential production,
which could be reached without creating any inflationary pressures. The degree of inertia
seems to be considerably longer, and more realistic, in “sticky information” models than in
“sticky prices” ones61. Olivier Coibion then concludes:
“Because of the sensitivity of the sticky information model for firms to the assumptions of the
rest of the model, future work should consider more carefully the implications of sticky
information for other sectors of the economy. One of the attractive features of the sticky
information model is that if information delays exist for firms, they should matter for other
sectors of the economy…”62.
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Note too that the long Japanese depression of 1985-2000 led to doubt about monetary policy
effectiveness in a low inflation context or in deflation63. This induced a renewal of interest for
the “liquidity trap” Keynesian theory64, something at odds with neoclassical and monetarist
foundation of the NMC.
In all case the NMC lets to the Central Bank the discretion of its inflation target, a point
having been by and large criticized by tenants of the endogenous money creation65. To do so,
one has to estimates the Taylor rule used by the Central Banks66.
The Taylor rule, which has been widely accepted by mainstream economists67, has then
concentrated debates about how well Central bank are estimating the expected inflation, and
some notable difference have appeared between the Federal reserve and the European Central
Bank on this point68.
There have been too some discussions about the exact lag between a policy and its expected
result. If we adopt the opinion of the ECB and we have to consider that a four-quarter lag is
somewhat the rule69. However, empirical tests are suggesting up to 7 to 10 quarters, and the
issue of “inflation inertia” has been dominant in the technical literature70. This could raise a
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serious issue of making a policy, which could not adequately timed. It is one thing to pretend
that the Central Bank has a reaction function and this is another one to pretend that it is a
reaction function to expected events.
The possibility of an unexpected event, or what G.L.S. Shackle aptly named the surprise (to
the difference of counter-expected events), could at any time make this policy at best
ineffective, at worst completely counter-indicated71. The ability of the Central Bank to make
perfect forecasts, or at the very least ones not too far from the actual course of event, is then a
condition of the effectiveness of the inflation targeting strategy.
Technically it is moreover problematic. The two types of methods used by Central Banks, the
constant-Interest Rate projections and projection based on market expectations, are prone to
serious problems. Either the nominal interest rate will remain fixed in the future regardless on
how inflation evolves or it is exogenously determined and again not affected by inflation72.
However, this has not been the only problem. New Consensus models assume that the shortterm rate of interest is stationary and ergodic.
This assumes that the long-term one is smoother than what data reveals. Actual data implies
that New Consensus models do not identify the source of inflation persistence and then are
unable to forecast expectations accurately73. They have been serious doubts about the ability
of the Central Bank to use the interest rate as its main weapons.
First, it appears that Central Banks are avoiding too large an interest rate movement to
preserve their credibility74.
Second, it seems that a Central Bank has it hands tied by other problems than inflation and
could not use freely the interest rate75.
Third, the preference for liquidity seems to play major a role in interest rates, and this is a
point a Central Bank can’t allow to forget76. The interest rate seems then to be much too
linked to various aspects of the economy to be used freely and at will.
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In the same time, the low level of inflation reached in most Western countries has been
presented as a result of the NMC and of policies it has led to adopt. The actual situation is
probably quite different. For at least ten years, we have been living in a world where
competition – not necessarily fair – from low-cost countries has played a powerful antiinflationist role, but at a cost in wealth distribution77.
A similar phenomenon had been observed in the Euro zone78. It seems actually that the
consumer prices index is much more influenced by factors like the price of housing, energy
and food prices79. Hence most of inflation factors are not linked to the monetary policy and
are playing their role in a complete independence. The inflation targeting strategy is then at
best ineffective and could, at worst, induces serious harm to the economy through focusing on
an issue monetary policy couldn’t solve80.
The recent burst of inflation Russia has known from summer 2007 onwards is probably more
linked to the raw materials and foodstuff commodities prices hike81.
The current crisis has by the way added to problems encountered by Central Banks and has
cast seriously doubts on the value of the NMC. The problem goes beyond the interest rate.
Actually, as Central Banks have tried to fight the systemic crisis, their priorities have
changed. The stability of the financial system, a direct requirement for the Federal Reserve
but not one for the ECB had forced them to lower their interest rates. The spectre of deflation,
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and more precisely of the debt-deflation process envisioned by Hyman P. Minsky82, have
forced them to us what has been called “unconventional policy measures”83.
Even before the international crisis took an open form, the Federal Reserve president, Ben
Bernanke, made it clear that deflation was a much worse evil than inflation, and that he was
prepared not to let it spread in the US economy84. The US “Term Securities Lending Facility”
and the bank of England “Special Liquidity scheme” have resulted in the buying of large
quantity of commercial paper. With interest rates now in many countries reaching the
threshold of 1%, there was no other option. This had shown, and still is showing, the limits of
the NMC and have the inflation targeting strategy. A Central Bank has a more important
commitment to the stability of its financial and banking system than to the fight on inflation.
There is here a conflict of objective.
If Central Banks have been forced to abandon in practice what has been the core of the New
Monetary Consensus, this was mainly because it has been grounded on very shaky
foundations, as was the “pure” monetarist theory. The absence of any financial intermediation
has been a source of uneasiness85.
The transversality condition has been too criticized even by one of its main proponent86. The
equation of the Phillips curve implies a vertical curve under equilibrium conditions, which is
both not realistic and unsubstantiated by current data87 and unfounded on theoretical
grounds88. Money real balances are entered into the IS-Type equation of the model through
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the non-separability principle. This too has been tested and not validated in recent research89.
Last, there has been insufficient evidence that the NAIRU is unaffected by the aggregate
demand and economic policy90.
The cornerstone of the NMC had been Fama’s theory of efficient capital markets91. But, such
a theory has been submitted to some powerful criticism, both internal and external. From an
internal point of view, Grossman and Stiglitz have demonstrated the impossibility of efficient
markets92, and Shiller has extended this result to what he calls the “irrational exuberance” we
are seeing in finance and on some capital markets93. Presence of imperfect information is
creating conditions for durable markets failures94.
From an external point of view the principal tenet of the NMC, the so-called theory of the
“rational agent”95, has been invalidated too. There had been plenty of examples of what has
been called “irrational” behaviour in situations close to ones we can expect on capital and
financial markets96. We are here actually closer to Keynes’s theory of finance, which seems
now retrospectively to have been validated both on theoretical grounds and in practice. Low
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inflation and price stability do not always lead to macroeconomic stability97, and insufficient
attention is paid to the exchange rate98.
The NMC and particularly the inflation targeting strategy have been the focus of a stream of
criticism, coming both from mainstream and from heterodox economists. It has emerged as an
attempt to rejuvenate the neo-classical theoretical framework after the collapse of pure
monetarist economics through the introduction of some “real-world” fact, like prices and
wages rigidities. It is however still a neo-Wicksellian framework, combining theoretical
assumptions now largely invalidated (like the rational expectation theory) with the loanable
funds theory, which clearly failed when the crisis put forward the importance of the true
Keynesian preference for liquidity99. To some extent, it proved that “true” Keynesian
economics were considerably more robust than what has bee called “New Keynesian”
economics.
There is no doubt that the New Consensus and the Inflation targeting strategy are to be a
casualty of the current financial crisis100.
Still it is to this so-called “orthodoxy” that the Central Bank of Russia rallied to on the verge
of the impact of the economic and financial crisis to Russia. It did so in a context where much
less than Central Banks of developed countries it has means to enforce such a strategy.

IV.

Inflation targeting: a fateful and dangerous choice for the CBR?

The inflation targeting strategy seems then at best ill fitted to fight the current international
crisis, and at worst flawed in theory and principles. One can then wonders for what reasons
the Central Bank of the Russian Federation choose this moment to make a change in its policy
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and to rally to inflation targeting. It is true however that the targeting of monetary aggregates,
be they M2 or Base Money, has been unsuccessful since 2000/2001.
Facing a collapse of its own theoretical framework and in search of a stance able to confer
some amount of international credibility at a time when the Ruble was gaining prestige and
was much more internationally used, the choice of the inflation targeting strategy could be
seen as logical.
It let nonetheless the Central Bank of Russia without an effective framework for its monetary
policy as it became soon clear that two targets, inflation and the exchange rate, were
conflicting each other, not to mention the need to support the “diversification” strategy
implemented by the government.
It is known that in the inflation targeting strategy the overnight interest rate is to play decisive
a role. However, the demand for overnight credit has been much more influenced by liquidity
conditions of the banking system. Liquidity shocks have been extremely visible in Russia in
the wake of the international financial crisis. This can be seen on both intraday loans and
overnight loans (Figure 1).

Figure 1
Intraday and Overnight in Russia
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Central Bank of Russia and CEMI-EHESS

The Central Bank provided the required liquidity accordingly. The level of refinancing has
steadily increased since the beginning of the liquidity crisis. Overnight loans and Lombard
loans have seen a rate of increase for the beginning of 2009 much faster than intraday loans,
but it was loans secured through “non marketable assets” or by the collateral of promissory
notes, which have known by an large the fastest increase (table 1).
However, the Central Bank rose too its primary interest rate, openly in an effort not to curb
inflation but to prevent the fall of the currency nominal exchange rate (Figure 2).
Table 1
Bank of Russia Lending volumes (billion Rubles)

2007 (full year)
2008 (full year)
January 2009
February 2009
March 2009
April 2009
May 2009
June 2009
2009 (half-year)

Intraday loan
value
13,499.6
17,324.3
1,696.1
2,024.4
1,967.9
2,153.4
1,757.4
1,740.9
11,340.1

Overnight loan
value
133.3
230.2
101.9
32.8
13.4
19.9
14.2
11.7
194.0

Lombard loan
value
24.1
212.7
44.3
43.3
18.2
22.3
13.9
23.6
165.7

Other loan value
32.8
445.5
64.8
157.0
272.1
266.0
241.9
147.2
1,149.1
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Source: CBR, Refinancing of Credit Institutions as an Instrument of the Bank of Russia Monetary
Policy, July 14th, 2009.

Figure 2

Sources: Central Bank of Russia, US Bureau of Labour and Statistics, CEMI-EHESS.

The trade-off in objectives had been here obvious. The interest rate had been the hostage of a
policy implying an exchange rate if not completely fixed, at the very least “stabilized”. But,
this policy was at stake with the official proclamation of a switch toward a free-floating rate.
This had been a target of the Central Bank, but one it could not reach as the speculation
quickly overcame all existing barriers. Note here that the movement of the nominal exchange
rate has seen a moderate overvaluation trend compared to the real exchange rate, corrected to
the gap between the productivity growth in Russia and the USA till the last month of 2007.
The overvaluation gap has however then brutally increased from early 2007 till July 2008.
This had been the result of a brutal inflow of speculative capital, which was looking for a safe
place. Such a process had to be expected101, as it had been already described102. It is known
that the “hot money” is highly pro-cyclical, a phenomenon having highly destabilizing
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capacities103. Then, the nominal rate began to drop, at first slowly but then, from October
2008, much more sharply. We had then an increase in interest rates of 200 basic points from
November 11th to December 1st (figure 3).
Figure 3

Source : Bulletin of Banking Statistics,

This was a very brutal move, and the more so if we compare it to what was happening during
the same period in developed countries where Central Banks were letting the interest rate to
go down to nearly 1%, or even lower. Such a move could be attributed to an attempt to stop
the outflow of capital induced by the world liquidity crisis. There has been obviously a
dimension of panic in this move, which induced some element of overshooting104. This had
been a serious reversal of the previous Central Bank policy, which had seen the interest rate
progressively going down. It was absolutely obvious that this move had nothing in common
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with an inflation targeting strategy, as inflation, which still by this time was pretty high, did
not show signs of dangerous acceleration in the near future.
The rise began actually on November 12th, 2008 and came at a time when the Central Bank
has resumed its interventions on currencies markets and was massively selling Dollars (and to
a lesser extent Euro) in the vain hope to stabilize the exchange rate.
Figure 4

Source: Central Bank of Russia

By then the monthly inflation rate was pretty stable at 0,8% and the core inflation, which had
peaked in September was actually declining. Nothing was justifying on the inflation front so
huge a hike of interest rates105. By the way would the Central Bank had reacted to expected
inflation (that is to the inflation for late Spring 2009), this was both badly timed and with an
obvious element of overshooting. It proved unable to stabilize by then the exchange rate and
led to a drop of Central Bank FOREX reserves from 556 billions Rubles in September 2008 to
396,7 billions in January 2009.
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Table 2
Monthly Inflation Rate in Russia since 2007
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2007
1,7%
1,1%
0,6%
0,6%
0,6%
1,0%
0,9%
0,1%
0,8%
1,6%
1,2%
1,1%

2008
2,3%
1,2%
1,2%
1,4%
1,4%
1,0%
0,5%
0,4%
0,8%
0,9%
0,8%
0,7%

2009
2,4%
1,7%
1,3%
0,7%
0,6%
0,6%
0,7%
0,0%
0,0%
0,0%

Source: CBR, Inflatsija na Potrebitel’skom Rynke, July 2009, Moscow and Bulletin of Banking
Statistics, n°11 (198) November 2009, Moscow.

Once again it has been proved that the interest rate in unable to prevent a drop of the national
currency value when panics sets in, whatever the level of increase the Central Bank is ready
to allow. When preference for liquidity predominates, as it was in those fateful days of
October and November, no market mechanism is able to stem to outflow of capital.
This move nevertheless obviously had a significant impact on the Russian economy as it
reflected on interest rates levied on Russian enterprises and the population (Figure 4). They
have been unable to fund their turnover operations, which were much more decisively linked
to bank credits than their investment, and this provoked a significant contraction of the
economy. But the investment process was also hit. Significantly, investment fell by about
15%, and much more when it came to fixed capital where we have seen a drop by roughly
23% in May 2009. The situation improved in June and July a little. However, investment fell
less than the credit shrunk in the same time (-20% to enterprises) as banks were rationing
credit through a quantitative process. Still interest rates have known an important hike, linked
to the one of CBR rates. It appears then that the CBR has not been free to use the interest rate
for inflation targeting and has had its hands tied by both the exchange rate and the level of
indebtedness in foreign currency of Russian banks and enterprises.
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Figure 5

Source: Central Bank of Russia.

Banks had increased their exposure by 96% from December 31st 2006 to September 30th
2008, and enterprises by 86%. A process of de-leveraging or debt-reduction was the
prominent with the financial crisis. However it reversed after the end of June 2009 and debts
of agents other than the banking sector began to increase back. By the way, the share of
Foreign currencies denominated debts has been increasing brutally at the height of the 2008
crisis is slowly now reducing (Table 3).

Table 3
Russian debt to non-resident agents in USD Billions

Government
Monetary
authorities
Banks
(minus

31/12/
2006

31/12/
2007

31/03/
2008

30/06
2008

30/09/
2008

31/12/
2008

30/06/
2009

30/09/
2009

44,7

37,4

36,9

34,7

32,3

29,5

30,0

31,2

3,9

9,0

4,1

4,2

10,2

3,3

11,0

12,2

101,2

163,7

171,7

192,8

198,2

166,3

141,7

135,9
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equities)
Others
(minus
160,7
253,5
265,0
293,1
299,6
281,4
equities)
TOTAL
310,6
463,5
477,4
524,8
540,5
479,9
FOREX
252,5
370,2
379,4
407,2
427,9
396,1
Rubles
58,4
93,3
98,0
117,6
112,6
83,8
Share of
Ruble
denominated
18,8%
20,1%
20,5%
22,4%
20,8%
17,5%
RESERVES
303,7
477,89
512,58
568,97
556,81
427,08
Source : Central bank of the Russian Federation, Bulletin of Banking Statistics.

292,8

299,0

468,4
383,0
85,4

478,2
388,1
90,1

18,2%
412,59

18,8%
413,45

In a global sense the FOREX denominated Russian debt has increased by nearly 70% in 21
months till the crisis, which was quite a spectacular rate of increase. This had largely been the
result of too high a refinancing rate in Russia, which has induced economic agents to borrow
to foreigners.
Such a process has created specific constraints, which would have prevented the CBR to use
the interest rate for inflation targeting only. This process was largely the result of impulses by
enterprises with banks coming at the second rank. It continued on an unabated tempo up to
the very beginning of the liquidity crises resulting from the Lehman Brothers collapse in
September 2008 (Figure 6).
Quite obviously Russian leaders of the economic community have not expected that such
crisis could happen, in spite if ominous signals of the deterioration of the situation both in the
United States and in Great-Britain, from the Northern Rock collapse onwards. In any case, as
it has been demonstrated by the current crisis, the CBR could not, and still can’t, use a policy
of inflation targeting, at least with the capital-account convertibility system in operation since
2006.

Figure 6
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Source: Central Bank of Russia, data form the Monthly Balance of Payments of the Russian
Federation.

We can then question the very openness of financial markets in Russia. In the “managed”
exchange rate policy it followed till 2007, the Central Bank has put as a primary target the
fact not to lead to a much too overvalued exchange rate. We have seen on Figure 2 that it has
been the case. However, in its latest report a free-floating exchange rate had been
advocated106, and this policy has resulted in a huge overvaluation from mid-2007 to mid2008.
There are some reasons to believe that such a policy has been chosen as an anti-inflation trick,
as it has been in the euro zone107. However, this move not just created the conditions for the
financial crisis to spread into Russia. It has very important consequences on the potential
growth rate. William Easterly has put forward that an overvaluation of the national currency
is highly detrimental to growth108. More recently, Dani Rodrik has argued that undervaluation
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was a perquisite for high growth109, on the basis that in the tradable goods sector there were a
lot of market failures.
As we have seen that the inflation targeting strategy has needed a free-floating exchange rate
to use the interest rate as its main tool, we can see now the contradiction of the CBR policy.
The switch to inflation targeting had been linked to the free-float, but it had been highly
deleterious to internal growth factors, pushing Russia farther on the road toward becoming a
raw-materials only export country and it had made banks and enterprises much too dependent
of foreign borrowing. When the bubble burst in late September 2008, the Central Bank
desperately raised its rates in an effort to slow down the Ruble fall so to avoid the burden of
Foreign denominated debt to become unbearable. By doing so the CBR just proved it was not
possible to have a free floating exchange rate as it entailed much too big a systemic risk for
Russian agents.
Now, it is quite clear that the interest rate is to have some effect on the exchange rate in a
perfectly open situation, but it is probably fair to say that there are also other factors in the
play. The brutal drop of raw-material prices during fall 2008, and their subsequent rebound
during Spring 2009, has had too a significant contribution. The problem is why Russia has
tried to stabilize its exchange rate in a crisis environment through the ineffective weapon of
interest rate and not by going back to a limited, current account only, convertibility and
enforcing capital controls?
It seems that the Central Bank has never seriously looked to the possibility of going back to
capital controls, as explained in the October 2008 document:
“If the monetary situation evolves towards the structural surplus in money supply, which may
be the result of massive private capital inflow to Russia and the preservation of high world
prices of the Russian export commodities, the Bank of Russia will mostly use instruments
designed to absorb banking sector excess liquidity, such as OBR and deposit operations. If
necessary, the Bank of Russia may sell government securities from its portfolio without an
obligation to repurchase. It will raise the lower interest rate limit on its operations, taking
into account the risk of provoking additional foreign capital inflow. In that situation, Russia
is expected to use to the full extent the fiscal mechanisms, especially the Reserve Fund and
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National Wealth Fund mechanisms, to sterilise the money overhang. Therefore, the fiscal
channel will continue to play a key role in ensuring the domestic money market balance”110.
This was particularly noteworthy, as Russia had experienced some very strong capital inflows
from October 2007 to June 2008. Nothing seems to have been learned and the Central Bank
was globally unprepared for what was to happen.
Problems with capital controls are well known and frequently publicized. They are said to
discourage future capital inflows, to create rents and to encourage lax fiscal discipline111. By
the way, they are imposing on the Central Bank an information cost, which can’t be easily
computed, but is probably significant112.
However, the cost for not having capital controls and being open to speculative capital
inflows and outflows have been also extremely high, and are probably much higher than ones
of having a sound capital controls system. This idea has been first put forward again by Dani
Rodrik113. The experience of Latin America is actually supporting the idea of at least some
kind of capital controls114. Even for some European countries, Willem Buiter, the well-known
mainstream economist, has advocated a return to capital controls, at least for a provisional
period115.
In the absence of such control, capital flow reversals are able to wreak havoc in any emerging
economy, inducing an instant average loss of 10% GDP116. The answer mainstream
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economics are giving to this problem has been to build up a huge reserve fund to be used as a
“cushion of safety” in times of troubles117.
This has been done in Russia, where the Central Bank has accumulated before the crisis a
huge amount of reserves, topping at nearly USD 600 Billions. It evaporated rapidly in the heat
of the crisis and, after reaching a low ebb at 375 billions USD seems to have stabilised at
around 400 Billions. However, such a policy has also a cost118. A more recent study done by
Dani Rodrik confirms the high social cost of accumulating reserves against brutal capital
outflow119. This strategy prevents States using it to invest effectively. Here again, capital
controls are seen as a much lesser evil.
There is then a strong and compelling reason to introduce capital controls in Russia and to
restrict convertibility to current account. In a pure raw-materials producer, the Trade balance
is determined by raw-material prices, which are then determining the exchange rate. In a pure
manufactured goods producers, it is the competitiveness of the country which determines the
trade balance, and hence the exchange rate.
The problem of Russia is to be a mixed-case, being both a raw-material producers and, at the
least potentially, a manufactured goods producer. In a free-floating regime, with a capital
account system, the exchange rate is to be transitionally determined by raw-material prices,
which is to produce an attractive or a repulsive effect on capital flows depending on these
prices. Such a situation is to be highly unstable.
To fight this instability, the Central Bank is either to let the interest rate fluctuate wildly (and
we have seen that the huge hike of December 2008 has been unable to stabilize the currency)
or to introduce a powerful system of capital controls. There is no way out from this dilemma.
It is not however the only problem pending. The Central Bank policy is to be seen in the
context of the model of development of Russia and here too the inflation targeting strategy
can be faulted.
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V.

Flaws in the inflation targeting strategy in the Russian context.

This is however not the end of problems with the inflation targeting strategy. Actually it can
be found deeply flawed, both in general terms and in particular ones concerning Russia, on
two important aspects.
To begin with, there is a large margin of uncertainty in computing the output gap. If we look
to the ECB experience with inflation targeting, we have from the Taylor rule the following
formula for the interest rate120:

rt = (1-ρ) [βπt+4 + δxt + λzt ] + ρrt-1 + ε
where,

rt is the interest rate
πt the inflation rate computed as a % of the same month of the previous year, and used on a
quarterly basis;

xt is the output gap computed as Yt-Y* where Y is the GDP growth and Y* the potential
GDP growth,

z is a factor used for all other variable
ε is the standard error.
We can see that the interest rate is a factor of the interest rate of the previous period, the
inflation of the next year (t+4) and of the output gap. But, the computation of the output gap
is fraught with difficulties and, in the Euro zone, has been seen as highly volatile. All attempt
to replace it by the rate of use of productive capacities, a standard data computed for all
countries of the Euro zone, did not gave “satisfactory result”121.
This is raising serious doubts about the Taylor formula as used by the ECB. The output-gap
seems to be used as a dummy variable, adjusted to requirements, to obtain a result, which
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could be said “satisfactory”. The fact it could not be linked, in any sense, to a well-known
real-world variable increases the scepticism about the formula used by the ECB.
In Russia, the problem is compounded by the high discrepancy we can have on the “potential”
growth according to the scenario of growth we chose. According to work done at the Institute
of Economic Forecasting of the Russian Science Academy, we could have a growth rate
significantly different would Russia chose a scenario of high growth or would it follow its
inertial trend. This is not surprising as, for a developing country or at the very least for one
facing a major problem of rebuilding its productive system, political choices can have an
extremely important impact on the economic trajectory. But, if the so-called “potential” is
then to fluctuate among various scenarios, how could we compute the output-gap and then the
inflation target for Russia?
It would then appear that there could be various inflation targets for the next years according
to the various scenarios we could use. Such a situation is to completely prevent the use of an
inflation targeting for Russia.
The second problem concerns the equilibrium real rate of interest (or ERRI), which is
supposed to play decisive a role in the determination of the interest rate as determined by the
Central Bank.
The ERRI secures output at the supply equilibrium level (for an output gap equal to zero)
consistent with constant inflation. However, would be an uncertainty about the model of the
economy, and this uncertainty can be real as well as imaginary, the ERRI is be not
determined. The Central Bank is then to face serious a problem as the ERRI appears to be
heavily model dependent, and there is to be an uncertainty about its exact level122. The
problem is made even worse when one includes a true Keynesian view, with specific “animal
spirits” influencing investment123.
The ERRI has been shown to fluctuate with changes in the trend growth of potential output,
confirming that it is heavily dependent of the model of the economy124. It has then been
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established that the ERRI cannot replace a detailed analysis of real and monetary forces
affecting prices stability125.
These observations are extremely important for a country like Russia, which is facing a
considerable uncertainty about is future path of development. If for any different path there
can be a different value for the ERRI, the inflation target becomes dependent of the path
chosen. There is to be various inflation targets according to the choice of growth path.
We can now summarize the various problems mentioned here. It is clear that the monetary
policy depends of the model of the economy chosen (or the development strategy) as well as
of the financial stability of the banking system. Under this specific heading we could put the
exchange rate as we have seen it can be an important contamination channel in times of crisis.
The output gap is an interesting concept, but can’t translate into economic policy prescriptions
as it too is very sensitive to the economic policy chosen. It would be better to chose first what
is called the “model” of the economy, or more accurately the long-term development strategy,
and then to have the output gap defined in this context and chose the interest rate, which
would seem the better fitted to accommodate this long-term strategy.
There is moreover an important problem with the Taylor Rules, which is undermining
inflation targeting strategy. It implies that in the short-term prices and wages are to be fixed or
at least the subject of small deviations, which could be forecasted by the Central Bank126. In
the same time, New Consensus models maintain a pure monetarist assumption of long-term
indifference of the monetary policy over the real sector. There is then a major problem of
implementation for any Inflation targeting strategy, and particularly in Russia case. Interest
rates have an effect on the inflation, but with n important lag. In the case on the EMU the
ECB has set arbitrarily this lag at 4 quarters, but empirical studies are proving that it can be of
7 to 10 quarters according to different countries. In Russia too the lag seems to be quite high,
and probably in excess of 8 quarters. This is what is called by the literature inflation inertia.
Now, if the Central Bank could actually forecast what was to be the inflation rate nearly to
years in advance and would then accordingly set the interest rate, its effect on the real sector
is to be much faster. The reaction asymmetry of inflation and unemployment is a feature of all
models, either sticky prices ones or sticky information. This is highly problematic as when the
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interest rate would begin to have a dent on the inflation, it will be in an entirely different
context than what has been forecasted. We have to add to this problem the impact of
commodity and energy prices on the CPI. They can’t be not completely forecasted, and the
more so with a forward lag of 8 quarters. The impact, direct and indirect, of these prices on
the CPI has been shown to be significant.
We are then arriving to the conclusion that, would an inflation targeting strategy be chosen
and implemented, it could not rely on forecasts reliable enough for the inflation127. What is
more the impact over employment and growth seems to be much more certain than the one on
inflation. This has been identified as the “unemployment bias” in “New Consensus” derived
policies128.
The problem is a significant issue in Russia. As the country is rebuilding its industry, it has to
generate a constant and important flow of investment far above what is achieved in developed
countries. The potential output growth corresponding to this situation is to be fairly high if
only to assure the replacement of old Soviet-times infrastructure. In such a situation the ERRI
is to be low. Post-Keynesian authors have envisioned such situation, although in a different
context, and have claimed that the nominal interest rate target for the Central Bank is to be
near zero129.
This brings back the issue of financial stability (or instability) and the exchange rate. It is
clear that a very low nominal interest rate could provide a massive speculative opportunity for
the Russian banking system to game against the Ruble in the crisis environment. We have
however another argument supporting the current-account convertibility and capital flows
controls.
We have seen that the exchange rate has been a channel for financial destabilization, either
through its overvaluation or through its fall. This is putting to the front line the issue of
“contagion”. The literature is frequently confusing between the process of diffusion and those
of contagion130. We are here speaking of contagion as a process where there are a brutal
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increase in positive correlations in returns of different assets following a shock and helping it
to be transmitted all along the line. This definition captures well the process, which can be at
first positive but presents always a danger of downward positive correlations in a Minskian
like Debt-Deflation process131. This is what Russia has been facing by fall 2008.
It has been known that the collapse of one market could generate a collapse of other markets.
However, it was first associated with market imperfections. The contagion effect was the
product of “rumours”132. But, it has then been demonstrated that even in a perfect market,
such a process could still be found133.
Contagion is here a process very close to what Minsky described as the Debt-Deflation
process, that is a negative feedback forcing the sale of assets from distressed financial
institutions and putting others consequently in distress134. Contagion can then be generated
either by the pooling of activities or by the pooling of markets under a control-free
environment. If this pooling allows for hedging against the risk of negative outcomes when
things are right, it introduces the possibility of contagion. Individual agents are motivated by
their willingness to protect their portfolios and are then constantly engager into connecting to
each other. Hence, the process of risk sharing deepens the danger of contagion. This is a
classical market-failure case begging for government intervention135.
In the end, capital controls can then be seen as a tool to limit the diffusion process and then
the contagion risk, either in times of crisis, when they are to be implemented in their strictest
sense, or in times of “normalcy”, where they are to be implemented to limit the spontaneous
process of connecting generated by the risk-sharing attitude. There are now strong arguments
covering various parts of the theoretical spectrum, which are supportive of capital controls.
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We have here to take seriously into account the Financial Instability Hypothesis (FIH). This
has been suggested first by Hyman P. Minsky136.
It can be deduced from conditions of operation of banks en enterprises in a modern capitalist
system137. In such an economy borrowing is mandatory to develop any economic unit and the
financial situation of such an unit is to be the critical point. From Minsky we could then infer
that for an unit (i) at time (t) we would have financial inflows yit. and financial outflows eit .
The liquidity index can then be assumed to be:
mit = yit - eit

(1)

From this liquidity index on can derive a solvency index through the capitalized expected net
inflows, assuming a time horizon (n), and interest rates (r ) and an expectation operator (E).
The time horizon is the sum of (s) stage.
The solvency index can be then written as:
E [mit+s]
M*it = ∑ ----------S=0
(1 + r) s
n

(2)

From here we could envision the Minskian typology of Hedge to Ponzi.
Any unit with a liquidity index constantly positive (mit > 0) on the (s ) sub-period of the (n)
horizon time is said to be in a Hedge position. Units where for some times there is a net
increase of liabilities (mit < 0) but which are expecting a massive financial inflow restoring
their position ate to be said Speculative. Units, which are in a structurally deficient position
but expecting that at the final sub-period (n-(n-1)) there is to be a massive inflow restoring
their positions are said to be Ponzi.
However, this presentation limits to some extent the use of this model. Alessandro Vercelli
has presented a new presentation extending the scope of the model138. Adopting this new
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presentation will help us into précising the real meaning of the FIH and understanding how it
applies to Russia.
Keeping unchanged the initial notation the liquidity index is now presented as:
eit
Kit = ------- (3)
yit

The solvency index, under the same assumptions than previously, is now written as:

(4)
Vercelli is pointing that such a presentation could be criticized by the mainstream as not
following the trend of rational expectations139.
We don’t think it could be serious a critic as rational expectations are themselves seriously
under the fire of criticism140. In our interpretation, which is close to Vercelli’s one, the
expectations operator is not “rational” in the traditional sense but is to include preferences
reversals and framing effect141.
It is then possible to figure out the various situations (from “Hedge” to “Ponzi”) adding up a
kind of safety procedure on the solvency limit (1-m). However, the most interesting
possibility is to visualize in a dynamic way how these situations are to evolve in a given
business cycle.
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Figure 7

Figure 8
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The solvency limit is here the equivalent to the “safety margin” Jan Kregel142 has alluded too
as an application of Misky’s “cushion of safety” and has been included in Vercelli’s original
treatment of the model143. In static reasoning enterprises and banks at the threshold between
the “Speculative” and “Distressed” positions are to be said in a “Ponzi” situation. In a
dynamic sense we can assume that a bank or enterprise planning to launch an economic
operation is to borrow a lot of money at the beginning. Liabilities are to increase fast and the
liquidity of the unit is to be degraded at first, till the unit will reach the point A. Then,
progressively, results from the economic operation is to be felt and with the increase in
financial inflows the situation will progressively improve, first from the liquidity point of
view (the process from point A to point B in figure 8) and then from the solvency point of
view when financial outflows are to be reduced as the unit will reimburse not just interest but
also the principal. However, by then the life cycle of the economic operation will be reaching
its end and it will be time to borrow again some money to launch another operation.
However, the economic unit could also move from A to A1 or A2 and this is to be explained.
First, the horizon time of the economic operation can prove to be longer than expected (with
the various possible delays) and/or expectations of the interest rates can be proved to be
wrong and have understated the possibility of a hike. The deformation of the enterprise or
bank curve could then transform a “Hedge” unit into a “Speculative” or even a “Ponzi” one.
Note however that this could be solved by various means, including a debt restructuring
process. In “normal” times such processes are not necessarily unknown, but they are
infrequent and they affect mostly operations where there is no reliable benchmark for
investment, be it in duration or in scope.
It is then possible to see the move form “hedge” to “speculative” and even “ponzi” as a rare
but normal “fact of life”.
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Figure 9

The FIH is a completely different thing and relates not to an “accident” in making
expectations or planning, but to an endogenous process. However, this endogenous process
can assume two different forms, which usually are mixed in the real world but are to be
separated for the sake of explanation.
The first form is what is to be called the “benign euphoria” syndrome. When things are
beginning to boom on every market there is a natural tendency to:
i.

Lower the “margin of safety” or reducing the (m) coefficient.

ii.

Make plans on the basis of very favourable and possibly unrealistic expectations.

At first there is no feeling of unwarranted risks taken by investors. A lower margin of safety is
seen as something absolutely normal and previous margins are usually derided as “excessive”.
Plans are to be made on the basis of expectations that everything is to be a “best case”
scenario.
These two dynamics are pushing progressively the whole economy to the right of the
diagram.
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Figure 10

The second form is directly connected to competition. Financial outflows are linked to interest
rates. It could seem at first a good bargain to trade higher interest rates as offered in a given
economy against lower ones on the international capital market. However this is implying
trading off the immediate cost of borrowing against the possible cost of a devaluation of its
own currency. Competition between economic units is pushing them to try to lower their
borrowing costs. Financial inflows are linked to profit expectations. If profit expectations are
higher in some activities, there is to be a serious competitive edge moving to these activities.
If profit expectations in a given country are lower than usual because of the Central Bank
policy, there is to be a strong argument moving out and searching for higher returns on
capital. This could be implemented by the unit management or by equity partners. Here again,
the competitive aspect is to be taken seriously.
Of course in theoretical model agents are supposed to achieve an optimal balance between
risks and return (and to expect rationally both risks and returns). But in the real life, where
and when we are facing the framing effect and preferences reversals nothing is to stop people
to take more and more risks for the sake of profits.
The two forms are combining in the current crisis. But the second one is proving that a
Central Bank cannot adopt an inflation target without taking in the account its impact on the
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economy, as by doing so it would foster more and more risky behaviours, which in the end
will strike back with a vengeance.
It is a known fact that the CBR has implemented higher interest rates than Russia deserved for
the sake of fighting the inflation. They increased the cost of borrowing and reduced profit
expectations. The huge increase in foreign lending we have seen in 2006, 2007 and early 2008
was not just the result of these higher interest rates but also of a dynamic of enterprise growth
based mostly on acquisitions of foreign production facilities (what is called “external
growth”).
The CBR policy but also the Ministry of Finance one have then weakened the Russian
economy on two counts. First, before the crisis, they made the context apparently rewarding
behaviours, which were increasing the risk level. With the beginning of the liquidity crisis
these enterprises have paid dearly for their growth strategy. Second, once the crisis erupted
the CBR decision of raising rates for the sake of fighting the speculation on the exchange rate
market, automatically pushed enterprises, which were not involved in foreign lending and
were working mostly on the internal market, into the “highly distressed” situation.

VI.

What ought to be the CBR policy?

The very necessity of the CBR to pursue different targets at a same time, including the
development of the economy, the stabilization of the currency and the development of a
buoyant banking sector making the necessity of borrowing to foreigners unnecessary is to
shape the monetary policy for years to come. The commitment to inflation targeting has been
a dead end. It has been so for Central bank in Western countries, but is has been so too and to
a considerable extent, for Russia. The CBR task is a very complex one, and would imply of
course a unified monetary policy. But, the definition of its targets is not to be let to the CBR
alone as it could have extremely powerful impacts on economic development and the stability
of the whole economic system. By the way, the monetary policy alone could not achieve the
required results. Fiscal policy is to be rehabilitated and monetary policy, at least the interest
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rate policy, is to be consistent with this fiscal policy. The so-called “Ricardian equivalence”144
of “New Consensus” models is to be seriously doubted following empirical data145.
Some lessons are to be learnt from the recent past. There is by the way a change in the Central
Bank policy since the early days of this year. The lowering of the intervention rate down to
10.00% is a proof that the liquidity of the banking system took precedence over the Inflation
Targeting strategy. Boosting the lending activity is now a priority of the government policy.
This is to highlight again the issue of capital controls for the exchange rate policy. Recent
data confirmed that Russian banks have increased their resources but are still cutting their
lending activity. They are now in a position to massively speculate on the exchange market, if
the capital-account stance of the Central Bank is not reversed.
There is by the way a growing debate about the exchange rate. The declaration of Anatoly
Aksakov, the head of one of the associations of regional bankers of August 6th
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, seems to

have been an indication that banks related to the real sectors would favour a devaluation of
30-40%. This position is not to be accepted without important debates. Still, the reduction of
Russian indebtedness during the first semester of 2009, and the proportion of Rubledenominated debts, is to make further devaluation of the currency an option.
More lessons however are to be learnt. The first obvious one is that a policy linked, even in a
distant way, to monetarism is not a sound one. We know that the ECB obsession about
inflation dramatically weakened European banks and created a window of opportunity for
Ponzi finance to develop even in Europe. The Federal Reserve has been much more
pragmatic, and one has to acknowledge Dr. Bernanke early commitment to fight deflation.
However, the Federal Reserve still lagged behind its time in supervision and regulation. This,
coupled to the progressive insolvency of the majority of the US population, has been the root
of the current crisis. There is then a second lesson to be learnt. What matters is the
architecture of the banking and the financial system. One of the basic tenets of mainstream
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economists has been the negation of this fact, and a tendency to always over-simplify the
credit system. In the “new classical” model, the financial structure is seen as neutral147.
At heart of it was the misguided credo of monetarist theory that inflation is “always and
everywhere” a monetary phenomenon. This had been patently false. By the same token, the
“loanable funds” approach with its deliberate confusion between a banking system and
financial markets had also been proven false. No Central Bank could profess a benign neglect
toward the banking system.
But, if we consider that money in not and never “created” by the Central Bank, but that it
flows from endogenous economic activities, we could re-draw some policy conclusions. The
very financial and banking system is to be the very priority of any Central Bank148. This is to
be seen of course from the point of view of the systemic risk149. What we have seen in the
frenzy weeks following the collapse of Lehman Brothers has been nothing but a complete
switch of Central Bank policies. They discarded inflation targeting and began to pump
liquidity into the economy, or more precisely and more accurately, they began to relax their
rules about the validation of private debts into “Central Bank approved” debts. However, they
did so in a disjointed fashion, as they lacked the theoretical framework needed. It is then not
surprising that their efforts have been only partially successful150.
But, this is not just the systemic risk, which implies to rethink priorities. The interest rate is to
be chosen in the light of an effective banking system. This is an important matter, and would
lead to low interest rates. However creating an effective banking system implying more than
low interest rates, even if this is a perquisite. A strong and effective regulation is to be put in
place, not making any concession to fantasies as Fama’s “effective capital markets” or the
like.
Providing the required liquidity to the “diversification” policy, and avoiding to rely too much
on foreign financial market is to be the second priority of the Central Bank. The
“diversification” policy has been the name coined for the very rebuilding of a powerful
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industry in Russia so to prevent the country to be turned into a raw-material producer. This
implies a considerable investment effort and, to a large account, the inflation process in
Russia has been linked to the “investment-gap” situation151. Through providing the necessary
liquidity to the investment process the Central Bank is to fight the inflation much better than
through raising its interest rates.
Of course, such a policy could not be pursued in a completely open economy. Some
regulations to capital flows are to be reinstated to provide a safety net against contagion from
other exchange markets and to give the Central Bank the possibility to regain its autonomy of
action without fears of an exchange rate induced destabilization. The problem is here not of
the exchange rate devaluation, where we concur with some other experts that and exchange
rate of 35-38 RR for 1 USD and 48-52 RR for 1 EUR is to be better fitted to the current
situation of Russia, but to prevent major wild and impossible to forecast movements, which
could generate destabilization. This is why a current account convertibility system is what
Russia needs, at least during its reconstruction.
There is still an unanswered question, and this one haunting the Russian government. It is
obvious that the current global monetary system needs to be revamped. The post-Bretton
Woods system is dying and both the USD and the Euro are to know important up and down
swings on months to come. This is to expose agents involved into international trade to either
having to support a considerable risk or to pay a considerable premium to be protected. This
is by the way to give a new life to the derivative market.
The current-account convertibility system here advocated does not prevent international trade.
It would however prohibit or at the very least restrict to a considerable extent detention of
Ruble balances by foreign operators. This could be seen as a contradiction with the
development of international trade and the development of the Russian Rouble as a regional
trade currency, a long-standing target of Russia. But this contradiction could be overtaken.
What is really important is the stability of a regional currency or at the very least the
predictability of its fluctuations. It happens that both requirements could be better met by a
current-account convertibility system than by anything else. Very clearly a capital-account
system is to lead (and has already led us) to considerable and wild fluctuations. Arbitraging
by private agents is much too important and implies much too high a volume to be easily
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counter-acted by any Central Bank. We know that arbitraging under imperfect and
asymmetric information is highly destabilising. The amount of reserves this would imply in
times of trouble, or the degree of interest rate flexibility appear to be enormous and in both
cases highly detrimental to the stable development of this economy.
However, the question of national currency foreign balances is still open. Under a strict
current-account convertibility system, it would be very difficult to foreign agents to detain the
national currency.
This is making a case not for completely liberalising convertibility and freeing capital flows,
but instead to maintain under strict regulations to allow for trading of T-Bonds of the
equivalent of Government-Sponsored Enterprises Bonds, at the exclusion of any other
financial instruments. Under such a system, foreign economic agents would have the
possibility to buy Roubles to cover their trade. The amount of bonds traded is to be bilaterally defined, and directly linked to the volume of trade. This would prevent the
accumulation of large speculative positions. Bi-lateral agreement could be established either
with a country or with a group of countries, and implemented directly at the level of national
Central Banks (or an association of Central Banks if a group of countries is involved). The
Foreign Central Bank would sell the amount of T-Bonds of GSE-Bonds it would have
swapped with Russia in regular auctions, under the proviso that the amount swapped would
be in direct correlation with the amount of trade. It would of course buy some T-Bonds or
GSE-Bonds in reverse auction from foreign exporters in Russia. The amount of bonds
swapped would then be limited. It is obvious that such a system would be more efficient if
several foreign countries would accept to be “grouped”, with importers and exporters being
balanced.
Under such a system, short and short-to-medium term capital flows would be prohibited, but
for these very specific instruments, and in a given quantity. Direct foreign investment would
be free, or at the very least regulated only to insure it is not a proxy of speculative positions. It
is by the way already the case at Russian direct investments abroad or FDI in Russia as the
subject of de-facto controls. Clearly, neither Russian enterprises nor Russian banks would be
allowed to build an important short term or even medium debt through bonds, or only through
the GSE-Bond system and under a strict control of the government. However, as this is to be
part of banking system turn toward funding activities n Russia this would not be a problem.
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Long-term investment would nevertheless still be possible trough external funding, either
through long-term bonds (10 years) or through the selling of shares.
With limited balances of Russian Roubles in the hands of foreign operators, the Rouble could
function as a regional trade currency. Agreements with others Central Banks is to provide an
important element of stability and the auction system conducted in foreign countries is to
insure that the exchange rate is to be defined in a market way. This “market” for the Rouble is
of course to be limited, but would still be quite real for anything connected to the international
trade and the risk of exchange rate manipulation would be strictly reduced.
By and large, a new monetary policy in needed in Russia. But it is to be one accompanying a
true development policy and not this half-hearted and belated switch toward inflation
targeting nor a return to manipulations of monetary aggregates. This new monetary policy is
not contradictory with the development of the Rouble as a regional currency. The
international trade of Russia is to be the active ground for such a development. But the
Rouble can’t be let free to fluctuate as it did in the previous past under speculative forces.
This is not good for Russia, but nor it is for its Foreign trade partners.

